Research Vacation Scholarships 2012
Break away from the crowd this summer!

Projects available in the Centre for Regulation and Market Analysis
www.unisa.edu.au/crma/default.asp

**Australian Cartel History**
An investigation into the existence and effect of the collusive agreements registered in Australia from 1967 to 1974.
*If you are interested in this project please contact:*
David Round
Email: David.Round@unisa.edu.au

**History of Water Extraction from the Murray Darling Basin**
To examine archival and official records on water extraction from the Murray-Darling, in the 19th and 20th century.
*If you are interested in this project please contact:*
Martin Shanahan
Email: martin.shanahan@unisa.edu.au

**An Empirical Analysis of Observational Learning**
Observational learning arises in many environments when information is incomplete and/or asymmetric. Faced with a decision problem under uncertainty, a person may make use of publicly observable actions of others who face similar decision problems. The goal of the present project is to empirically analyse the extent of observational learning using field data. Movie ratings on the web site of the International Movie Database (IMDb) provide an invaluable source for such an analysis.
*If you are interested in this project please contact:*
Ilke Onur
Email: ilke.onur@unisa.edu.au

**Business History Study**
To examine archival and official records on particular businesses in the 19th and early 20th century.
*If you are interested in this project please contact:*
Martin Shanahan
Email: martin.shanahan@unisa.edu.au

**Welfare History**
To examine historical literature on welfare in Australia; particularly pre 1972.
*If you are interested in this project please contact:*
Martin Shanahan
Email: martin.shanahan@unisa.edu.au
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Haven’t found what you are looking for but still interested in the research conducted by the Centre for Regulation and Market Analysis??
Please feel free to discuss your interest with the researchers below, who are keen to supervise a summer scholar.

**Professor David Round**
Areas of interest:
- Business History
- Regulation
- Competition
- Consumer protection
Email: david.round@unisa.edu.au

**Professor Martin Shanahan**
- Economic History
- Business History
Email: martin.shanahan.unisa.edu.au

**Dr Ilke Onur**
- Applied microeconomics
- Internet economics,
- Auctions (eBay)
- Health economics
Email: ilke.onur@unisa.edu.au